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A complete list of class
winners is enclosed with this
month’s newsletter

Awarded for

Winner

The Bill MacKenzie Quaich

Best exhibit of Ling Heather
Honey

The Thorne Trophy

Most points in the show

The ASCD Trophy

Best exhibit in the show

The Cut-Comb Trophy

Best exhibit of cut comb

The President’s Trophy

1 standard or shallow frame of
blossom comb honey

The Anne C Beddie Trophy

Best exhibit in the wax section

Sandy Gordon,
Danestone
Sandy Gordon,
Danestone
Sandy Gordon,
Danestone
James Friend,
Aberdeen
Jock McGregor,
Blackburn
Jock McGregor,
Blackburn
Sandy Gordon,
Danestone
Jock McGregor,
Blackburn
Margaret McGregor,
Blackburn
John Steele,
Aberdeen
Tina Lind,
Ythanbank
Steven Macaulay,
Sauchen
Terry Daniels,
Ythanbank
Terry Daniels,
Ythanbank

The Henry Simpson Trophy
MTM Construction Shield

Best exhibit in the medium/dark
honey Member’s class
Best exhibit in the light honey
Member’s class

The Captain Manson
Trophy

Most points in the Industrial Class

SC Rae Memorial Trophy

Best Frame

Jim Tocher Trophy

Most points in the Novice Class

ADBKA Junior Shield

Best exhibit in Junior Class

Gift Table (to be gifted to
Grampian Women’s Aid)

Best exhibit in the Gift Class

John D Walker Trophy
In the Newsletter
this month:

www.aberdeenbeekeepers.net

Best exhibit in the creamed /soft
set honey class

The British Beekeepers’ Association has published its 2013 HONEY SURVEY, which includes, for the
first time, data for Scotland. The highlights are:
- Honey production rose to 24.7 lbs per hive, three times as much as last year but still well below
the long-term average
- The late spring and warm early summer produced an intense nectar flow which the bees were
able to gather and which helped the recovery of many apiaries
- The cold winter of 2012 may have had one positive outcome causing a reduction in the impact of
the Varroa mite which nevertheless continued to damage honey bees
- Significant regional variations in honey production - highest yields in England were in the East
region, lowest in London; the average in Scotland was 34.8 lbs
- One in ten beekeepers reported taking no honey crop in 2013, being extra cautious in leaving
more stores than usual with their bees ahead of what could turn out to be another long, wet winter
You can find the BBKA press release at:
http://www.bbka.org.uk/news_and_events/britains_honey_bees_warm_to_their_work

Members’ Events
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A TARTAN SOCIAL EVENING ON
ST ANDREW’S NIGHT
- plus musical entertainment and the presentation of Honey Show trophies
Saturday 30 November at 7pm
Kinellar Hall
Fintry Road
Blackburn
AB21 0JQ

Like our successful event last year, this evening will be organised along the lines of an “American
Supper”. Members are invited to bring along some food and drink (alcohol permitted!) which will be laid
out for all to share.

Join in the spirit of the evening by wearing “a touch of tartan”!

Take a closer look at......
......the BEE’S HEART
The honeybee’s heart lies along the
upper portion of its abdomen.
It
pumps the bee’s blood, which is a
clear liquid called haemolymph.
The heart takes the form of a long
tube, sealed at the back end, with the
front end joined at the junction
between the abdomen and the thorax
to a blood vessel called the aorta.

Antennal
Pulsatile

Heart

Brain

Ostia

Aorta
Ventral
Diaphragm
Redrawn from Davis, C. “The Honey Bee Inside Out”

Dorsal
Diaphragm
SAC

The wall of the heart is laced with fine muscle fibres, which contract, squeezing the blood-filled tube and pus g hinthe
liquid forward into the aorta. This channels the blood through the thorax and into the bee’s head where it simply
discharges through an open end just behind the brain.
When the muscles around the heart relax, the tube expands again, drawing in more blood through open slits called
ostia. There are five pairs of these along the length of the heart and they each have forward projecting, inward facing
lips that act as non-return valves when the heart contracts.
Beneath the heart is a muscular membrane called the dorsal diaphragm, which is fixed at points along its length to the
inner wall of the abdomen (like a trampoline canvass fixed to its frame). When the heart is pulsing rhythmically, this
diaphragm is also contracting in a wave motion, starting at the back and moving to the front. The combined action of
the heart and the dorsal diaphragm results in a tail to head movement of the blood in the upper half of the bee’s body.
At the same time, another membrane lower down in the abdomen (the ventral diaphragm) is contracting in a wave in
the opposite direction, from front to back.
For want of a better description, the two diaphragms keep the reservoir of blood sloshing about the bee’s body cavity
and organs whilst the heart is skooshing some directly across the brain.
Just to complete the picture, there’s a small organ called the antennal pulsatile that pushes blood specifically into the
antennae.
So, that’s the heart of the matter.
All very well, you might say, but can it yearn? It might. Who knows?
The Mail Online has made the connection between
honeybee colony collapse disorder and the cost of
nutty chocolate. It runs: less bees in the US –
more expensive to rent colonies to pollinate almond
plantations in California – increase in the production
cost of almonds – “Price of nutty treats to soar”.
Better stock up on Toblerone!
See: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article2487613/Price-nutty-treats-soar-declining-honeybee-population-hits-almondproduction.html?ITO=1490&ns_mchannel=rss&ns_c
ampaign=1490

As our new
cabin
begins to
take shape,
things
reach an
exciting
stage at our
new apiary
site at
Crathes
Castle
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Whether a beekeeper has two or two hundred hives of bees,
a thorough understanding of the queen bee - its biology and
rearing - is fundamental to successful beekeeping. For many
of us the late Vince Cook’s little gem Queen rearing –
simplified (first published in 1986 and reprinted by Northern
Bee Books in 2008) is an outstanding example of sound
practical advice and good practice in queen rearing. Vince
Cook honed his considerable skills in New Zealand, and from
the same stable comes a worthy successor to Cook’s book,
namely Queen Bee: Biology, Rearing and Breeding by David
Woodward (first published in 2007 and re-printed by
Northern Bee Books in 2009; ISBN 978-0-473-11933-1;
pp.137; £20).

Book Review

The book was first published in New Zealand as the
supporting text to Queen Rearing courses run by Dr. David
Woodward at Telford Polytechnic, (now part of Lincoln
University NZ), where he is the head of the Apiculture
department. As well as lecturing students, Woodward also
manages Telford’s 350 beehives. The author has a wide
range experience as both an apicultural government advisor
in Australia and New Zealand and also as a research scientist.
The text of the book is based on course lecture notes and it is
direct and comprehensive. This book is a model of clarity and
every aspect of the subject is covered in a helpful and
straightforward manner. The illustrations, diagrams and
photographs are excellent and they fully support the text;
they are not used as mere adjuncts to the words, but are
helpful and informative in their own right.
The book begins with an outline of the biology of the queen
bee before moving on to the main part of the book – the
rearing of healthy and productive queens. The necessary
equipment is listed and discussed and this followed by a full
description of queen rearing by grafting. The capture and
transport of queen bees is described. There is then a chapter
on swarming and the construction and use of nucleus hives.
The third part of the book is devoted to the breeding of high
quality queen bees – the genetics, stock selection and
improvement of queens, suitable breeding programmes and
finally the use of artificial insemination. I was particularly
pleased to see that some rigour was applied by the author to
accurate recording of honey production as one important

means of assessing the quality of queens. The vital
subject of establishing a varroa tolerant breeding
programme is outlined. Unlike some books on the
subject, in his discussion of the relative merits of the
various races of honeybees (i.e. Apis mellifera ligustica,
Apis mellifera mellifera, Apis mellifera carnica and Apis
mellifera caucasica) Woodward is scrupulously fair and
open minded.
The past two seasons of beekeeping in the UK have made
the raising of healthy and productive queen bees a very
challenging part of the craft. This book is an excellent
handbook for anyone who is serious about improving the
quality of their bees and beekeeping practices. During
the coming winter months this book will greatly reward
careful study. Much of what the author describes about
beekeeping in New Zealand can easily be applied to our
own particular circumstances and location. This is a book
to read and then put in to practice the sound wisdom it
contains.
Dr Stephen Palmer FRGS FLS
Dates for your diary:

BIBBA (Bee Improvement and Bee Breeders' Association) is pleased to announce its 50th Anniversary Conference in
collaboration with SICAMM (Societas Internationalis pro Conservatione Apis Melliferae Melliferae) its European partner.
The Conference, hosted by South Clwyd BKA, is open to everyone with its core focus on bee improvement and the management
of native and near native honey bees.
The three-day event will take place from 26th – 28th September 2014 at the Pavilion, Llangollen, North Wales, where delegates
will learn about improving their own stocks of honey bees, whilst enjoying an excellent and varied social programme. For those
wishing to extend their visit, the Llangollen area benefits from stunning scenery and a variety of activities and culture to suit all
tastes.
Enquiries to:
Trisha Marlow 07812 518822 or bibba.uk@gmail.com
Pre-registration is now open at: www.eventbrite.co.uk/event/8429168871
Further details of the event when available may be viewed at: BIBBA: www.bibba.com SICAMM: www.sicamm.org
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Notice Board
Abelo Beekeeping Equipment

Aberdeen Bee Supplies
Jock McGregor is the local agent for Thorne Beekeeping
Equipment. Contact him on 01224 790468 or e-mail:
AberdeenBeeSupplies@hotmail.com

Wide range of products & competitive
prices
Please check our offers at
www.abelo.co.uk
Contact Sebastian Bacz on
07508944101 or e-mail
sales@abelo.co.uk

Hives and frames
50+ years’ old, but in good condition. Possibly
Langstroth (see picture below)
Contact Noel at: noel.gall@btconnect.com

9-frame radial extractor (electric) – FOR HIRE £10 per hire
period
Steam wax melter – available ON LOAN £10 deposit
Both items available from: Jock McGregor, 11 Marcus Road,
Blackburn. Tel. 01224 790468

Wanted:

Good quality Beeswax
Contact Witek Mojsiewicz on 01224 722302 or
07914355809 (mob)

For Sale
Brand new Thorne National Bee Hive Complete Flat with 14"x12"
Brood Body & Legs - all flat packed and in its original packaging.
Also the legs and a roof from Thorne specifically for this hive,
again, all brand new in its original packaging. One big brand new
feeder and some posters that may be useful to someone getting
into beekeeping. Cost approx £400 for the lot, but would be
looking for £175.
Contact Cristina on 07885 761369 or e-mail
cristinablades@mac.com

The Honey Jar store is open between 6.30pm and
8pm on Wednesday evenings and at other times by
arrangement with Sandy Gordon (Tel: 01224 484540)

The Daily Mail reports that Chinese honey
has been removed from the shelves of UK
supermarkets following the discovery that
much of it was contaminated by residues of
antibiotics apparently used by Chinese
beekeepers to cut down infections in their
colonies.
The chemicals are identified as
chloramphenicol and streptomycin.
The report claims that forty percent of honey
sold in the UK comes from China and that
the withdrawal threatens a national
shortage.
See:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article101494/All-Chinese-honey-orderedshelves.html

According to.....
.....Jurgen Tautz in his 2008 book The Buzz about Bees, “Large animals such as mice or shrews that force their way into
the nest, and have been stung to death there, cannot be removed from the nest by the bees. They present an extreme
threat to the health of the bee colony. Bees solve the problem by covering the entire carcass with propolis, these
mummified remains presenting no threat of infection for the colony. This behaviour of honey bees is purported to have
provided the ancient Egyptians with the idea of conserving their dead. Honeybees were certainly the first to practice
mummification.”

If you have an item for the newsletter, please contact Graham Torrie on 013398 82038, or by e-mail at adbkanewsletter@btinternet.com
Distributing the newsletter by e-mail realises significant savings for the ADBKA. If you wish to receive your copy by e-mail, please let me know.
Graham

